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Reports on the determination of emerging
contaminants (EC) in aqueous samples
have been increasingly common. Due to the
low levels of concentration of the analytes
as well as the complexity of this matrix, the
analysis is done preferably by liquid
chromatography (LC). Owing to the polar
character of most of the EC determination
by gas chromatography is deprecated. One
way to overcome this barrier is through
derivatization, which, in some cases, can be
a lengthy step, presents risks to the analyst
as well as to the environment due to the
toxicity of the derivatizing agent, and, thus,
ends up favoring the use of LC. An analytical protocol was developed in this work to increase the efficiency
of derivatization in a shorter reaction time for the determination of ibuprofen, 4-octylphenol, 4-nonylphenol,
triclosan, bisphenol A, diclofenac, estrone, 17-β-estradiol, estriol, coprostanol, and cholesterol. The
proposal then was to carry out the silylation reaction of the analytes with the aid of a domestic microwave
oven. The results indicated that the use of the device provided an increase in the efficiency of the reaction,
due to the homogeneous heating of the solution. Besides, there was a significant decrease in the
derivatization time of the analytes from 30 min to 5 min. Additionally, through a design of experiments
(DOE), it was possible to perceive the influence of some instrumental parameters of GC-MS, such as
temperature, pressure intensity, and pressure pulse time in the injector on the detectability of the investigated
analytes. This study allowed a satisfactory separation of the analytes and an average increase in their
areas of up to 35%. These aspects made it possible to obtain an analytical method with limits for the
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detection and quantification of EC between 0.03-11.00 ng mL-1 and 0.10-33.35 ng mL-1, respectively, and
uncertainties below 9%. The developed method was applied in the determination of the analytes in coastal
seawater and the determined concentrations varied from 0.24 ng L-1 for estriol and 43.60 ng L-1 for
cholesterol. Thus, the improvement of the silylation reaction, combined with the strategy of instrumental
optimization, proved to be simple, efficient, and fast, as well as being a comparable alternative to liquid
chromatography.
Keywords: Design of experiments, Chromatographic analysis, Derivatization, Surface water, Sample
preparation.
INTRODUCTION
For more than two decades, compounds known as EC have attracted the attention of society, researchers,
and environmental agencies. This is due to the significant persistence in the environment and the ability to
disturb the biota’s physiology, in addition to these substances being associated with bioaccumulation and
biomagnification processes in the food chain [1,2]. Currently, approximately 700 compounds are classified
as EC, are subdivided into the following classes: drugs, steroids and hormones, personal care products,
surfactants, flame retardants, agricultural inputs, and industrial additives [3–5]. Although these products
are essential for maintaining the lifestyle of today’s society, the widespread use, inadequate disposal, and
sanitary deficiencies cause them to occur in the environmental compartments, that is, in the air, in the soil,
and in particular water [6–9].
In aquatic systems such as raw and treated sewage, surface water, groundwater, and water for public
supply, the concentrations of EC reported in the literature can vary from pg/L to µg/L [10]. Due to the
low concentrations at which they are detected and the complexity of the analysis, several extraction
strategies are used for this purpose. Among them, liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) [11] and solid-phase
extraction (SPE) [12], miniaturized strategies such as solid-phase microextraction (SPME), sorting by
rotating disk (RDSE) [13] and passive sampling to assess bioavailability via polar organic chemical
integrative sampler (POCIS) [14]. For the simultaneous quantification of several classes of EC,
instrumental techniques, such as liquid phase (LC) [15–18] and gas phase (GC) chromatography, both
hyphenated with mass spectrometers are the most used. However, the physical-chemical characteristics
of the compounds, such as water solubility, polarity, boiling points, high molar masses, and low volatility
[19] favor the use of LC in reverse phase [20] compared to GC. Additionally, GC determination requires
a derivatization step that increases the length of the procedure, or the majority may not be suitable for
all target compounds [21].
Although derivatization is an additional step in the analysis, the use of GC-MS can be interesting, due
to the lower cost of equipment for implantation in routine laboratories and lower solvent consumption
compared to the elution used in LC-MS [13,22]. In this sense, the literature provides some examples of
how GC can be successfully used to determine EC. In a Brazilian metropolis, tap water samples were
analyzed to determine 11 compounds classified as EC (caffeine, bisphenol A, 4-octylphenol, 4-nonylphenol,
cholesterol, estrone, 17β-estradiol, 17α-ethinylestradiol, progesterone, coprostanol, and stigmasterol).
The extraction was performed via SPE and determination by GC-MS, being possible to quantify in the
samples stigmasterol (0.34 ± 0.13 µg L-1), cholesterol (0.27 ± 0.07 µg L−1), caffeine (0.22 ± 0.06 µg L−1),
and bisphenol A (0.16 ± 0.03 µg L−1) [21].
In another study, the persistence, mobility, and bioavailability of 32 different types of EC were investigated
at a sewage treatment plant that empties into a lake in Sweden [14]. The compounds were selected
to contemplate a wide range of hydrophobicity (biocides, fragrances, organophosphates, plasticizers,
surfactants, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, food additives, rubbers, and polymers). In Germany, an
analytical protocol was developed to determine polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), phthalate esters, nonylphenols, bisphenol A and selected steroid hormones in various
types of aqueous samples such as snow and wastewater [23]. In both studies, the polar compounds were
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evaluated after a derivatization step, by silylation reaction, using the derivative BSTFA, which is widely
cited for this purpose [22,24,25].
Derivatization consists of the chemical modification of the analytes to obtain products with characteristics
compatible with the technique used for quantification. For EC, which has chemical groups with a polar
character such as carboxylic acids, thiols, hydroxyls, amines, amides, aldehydes, and enolizable ketones,
derivatization becomes mandatory for the viability of using GC-MS [26].
Based on this strategy, extraction from aqueous matrices and determination by GC-MS of 16 EC
including parabens, hormones, anti-inflammatories, triclosan, and bisphenol was studied by Arismendi et
al. [27]. Through the design of experiment (DOE) and response surface methodology (RSM), the authors
optimized the analyte silylation. The best conditions established were the volume of the derivatizing agent
(MTSFA) of 70 µL, the temperature at 80 ºC, and a reaction time of 35 min. Although this study reached
attractive LOD values (0.02-0.16 µg L-1), the derivatization reaction time is still long, probably due to the
low efficiency for the solution to reach thermal equilibrium with a heating plate. To overcome this limitation,
some studies suggest the use of microwave irradiation to improve the efficiency of heating the reaction
medium [28]. However, this strategy has not yet been applied to EC derivatization for determination by
GC-MS.
Because of this, the main objective of this work was to establish a derivatization protocol for EC aiming
at the determination of EC in aqueous matrices, assisted by microwaves, aiming to prioritize the increase
of sensitivity and analytical frequency, concomitantly with the reduction of time and energy consumption.
Besides, a chromatographic method was evaluated using DOE seeking the optimization of instrumental
parameters of the GC-MS. For this purpose, the parameters injector temperature, time, and pressure pulse
intensity were studied employing factorial design (23) and by response surfaces methodology. Finally, the
developed protocol was applied to determine the target compounds in samples of coastal seawater.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents, solvents, and analytical standards
All solvents used (methanol, chloroform, ethyl acetate, acetonitrile, dichloromethane, acetone, and
hexane) were purchased from brands such as JT Baker (USA), Merck (Germany), Panreac (Spain), and
the like, always with high purity or degree HPLC. The water used in the experiments was obtained via
reverse osmosis in a Permution system, model RO 510 (Brazil) and then, in a Merck Millipore model
Simplicity (Germany) purifier. The compounds investigated in this work were estriol, 17-β-estradiol, estrone,
ibuprofen, 4-octylphenol, 4-nonylphenol, triclosan, bisphenol-A, cholesterol, coprostanol, and diclofenac.
In addition to these, bisphenol-A-D16, ibuprofen-D3, and 17-β-estradiol-D3 were used as internal
deuterated (IS) standards. All analytical standards and IS were purchased in individual flasks, with
purity greater than 95% and supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Germany), as well as the derivatizing N, O-Bis
(trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide with trimethyltrichlorosilane (BSTFA-TMCS 99:1 v/v).
Derivatization of emerging contaminants
Two procedures were evaluated to compare the efficiency of the analyte derivatization. In both, the
addition of 1.0 mL of working solution in a concentration of 1.0 ng mL-1 in a 2.0 mL vial was carried out.
All methanol (solvent in which the analytes were prepared) was evaporated on a Christ vacuum rotary
evaporator (model RVC 2-18 CD, Germany) at 60 °C for approximately 10 min. After the solvent was
completely dried, 20 µL of BSTFA-TMCS was added.
In the first protocol, the vial was sealed and heated in the GC-MS oven at 70 °C for 5 min, and in
another, the vial was heated for 30 min (n=3). After heating, the vial was removed from the oven, allowed
to cool, and its content was suspended in 1.0 mL of hexane and the solution was injected into the GC-MS.
In the second method, the vial was sealed, and the derivatization reaction was carried out in a domestic
microwave oven, operated at a power of 840 W, for 5 min. At the end of this step, the vials were removed
from the microwave oven and when they reached room temperature, the volume was made up to 1.0 mL
with hexane and injected into the GC-MS (n=3).
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Chromatographic method
The selection of the initial instrumental parameters was performed in a GC-MS Shimadzu, model
TQ8040 (Japan) equipped with automatic sampler Shimadzu, model Palm AOC-5000 Plus (Japan). All
injections in the GC were performed in a volume of 1.0 µL. The injector was operated at 300 °C in splitless
mode and the chromatographic column was an Agilent, model DB-5ms (USA): 30 m long, 0.25 mm thick,
and internally coated with a 0.25 µm thick film containing 5% phenyl and 95% dimethyl-polysiloxane. As
carrier gas, helium with 99.999% purity and flow rate of 1.0 mL/min was supplied by the company White
Martins (Brazil). Three chromatographic column heating programs (n=3) were evaluated, as shown in
Table I.
Table I. Heating programs evaluated in the GC
Program 1

Program 2

Program 3

Ratio (°C/min)

T (°C)

t (min)

Ratio (°C/min)

T (°C)

t (min)

Ratio (°C/min)

T(°C)

t (min)

-

100

2

-

100

2

-

100

2

12

310

3

15

160

2

10

310

7

10

210

0

15

280

0

10

300

1

15

320

4

Run time: 22.5 min

Run time: 30 min

Run time: 26 min

The mass spectrometer was operated in the 50 to 500 m/z full scan mode (electron ionization, 70 eV)
and the mass analyzer is a quadrupole type. The transfer line and the ion source remained at a constant
temperature at 300 °C and 250 °C, respectively.
Optimization of instrumental parameters of GC-MS
To increase the detectability of the compounds, through the investigation of adjustments of the
instrumental parameters of the GC-MS, a DOE was carried out considering three factors studied at two
levels (23), in addition to 1 central point (n=2), totaling 18 experiments. For that, the parameters of the
previous section (chromatographic method) were maintained, and the variables investigated were injector
temperature (1), duration of the application of the pressure pulse in the injector (2), and the intensity of the
pressure pulse (3), as shown in Table II.
Table II. Instrumental parameters of the GC-MS investigated in factor design 23
Level
Parameters

(-)

0

(+)

200

250

300

1

Injector T (°C)

2

Pressure pulse time (min)

1

3

5

3

Pressure pulse (kPa)

10

80

150

106
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Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC)
The analytical curves were obtained using the linear regression method, from the correlation between
the concentration of each analyte, versus the ratio values between the peak area of the analyte and the
internal standard. The analytical curves were prepared at seven concentration levels: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80,
120 and 160 ng mL-1 (n=3). The IS concentration, bisphenol-A-D16, ibuprofen-D3, and 17-β-estradiol-D3,
was kept constant at 100 ng mL-1. The preparation and injection of the solutions were carried out daily to
minimize the effects of solvent and analyte volatilization.
The limits of detection (LOD) and quantification (LOQ) were calculated based on the merit parameters
of the analytical curves, obtained in triplicate, from the equations LOD=3.3(s S-1) and LOQ=10(s S-1).
Where “s” corresponds to the standard deviation estimate of the linear coefficient of the analytical curves
and “S” the mean value of the sensitivity or slope.
To assess repeatability, a solution containing a mixture of analytes in a concentration of 100 ng mL-1
was prepared and 5 injections were made on two consecutive days. After that, the RSD of the peak areas
of the analytes was calculated.
The accuracy was evaluated through recovery tests, performed with 1.0 L of coastal seawater in
amber flasks where aliquots of the solution with the mixture of the EC standards were transferred in the
concentrations of 50 ng L-1 and 100 ng L-1 (n=3). The flasks were manually shaken, and then solid-phase
extraction (SPE) was performed. In addition, two blanks were made with sea water.
Extraction of emerging contaminants from water by SPE
EC extraction was performed using the SPE method. For this purpose, cartridges were used for
extraction in solid-phase Oasis HLB (Hydrophilic/Lipophilic-Balance) purchased from Waters Co. (USA),
containing 500 mg of sorbent phase and with a capacity of 6 mL. Then, the cartridges were connected to
a manifold processing system consisting of a vacuum-resistant glass chamber [29] connected to a Tecnal
oil-free vacuum pump, model TE-0581.
The extraction procedure was performed as follows: first, the sorbent phase of the cartridges was
conditioned with two 3.0 mL aliquots of methanol, followed by two 3.0 mL aliquots of ultrapure water. Then,
the cartridges were connected to the manifold through PTFE Sulpeco tubes, model Visiprep (USA) to allow
the continuous passage of the entire sample volume (1.0 L) through the sorbent phase.
This system allowed us to work continuously and cleanly, since all the tubes and connections used are
made of materials with a low capacity of organic compounds, thus minimizing problems of contamination
and memory effect. Then, the total volume of the sample was eluted through the cartridge, under vacuum,
under a controlled flow of 6 mL/min. After the end of the extraction, the cartridges were packed in aluminum
foil and kept under refrigeration (4 °C), until elution and chromatographic determination.
The analyte elution was also performed with the aid of a manifold. Two 2.5 mL aliquots of methanol
were added to the SPE cartridges, followed by a 2.0 mL aliquot of acetonitrile. The eluates were collected
in 10 mL test tubes and taken to the rotary vacuum evaporator for complete drying of the solvents. Then,
derivatization, suspension in 1.0 mL of hexane, and injection into the GC-MS were performed.
Method application
Seawater samples (n=3) were collected at point S19°56’43.7” W40°08’44.2”, located on the southeast
coast of Brazil, state of Espírito Santo in the city of Aracruz, whose population is approximately 100
thousand inhabitants and the sewage system reach 80% of the population [28].
All samples were placed in 1.0 L amber bottles and kept refrigerated (4 °C) for a maximum of 7 days
until they were prepared and analyzed. The analysis of the samples followed the procedure using SPE.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Derivatization of EC
Derivatization is a crucial procedure for the determination of EC by GC-MS [30] and in this work, the
silylation reaction was used. Also, the protocol that uses the derivative BSTFA reagent, less susceptible
to steric effects in larger molecules, such as hormones, was selected. The reaction consists of chemically
modifying the EC structure, via a bimolecular nucleophilic substitution mechanism (SN2) [26]. The hydrogen
atom present in hydroxyl and EC-linked functional groups (ECOH) is replaced by the radical trimethylsilyl,
(CH3)3SiX, according to Equation 1:
ECOH + XSi(CH3)3 → ECOSi(CH3)3 + HX

Equation 1

This gives the analytes greater volatility due to the drastic reduction in intermolecular hydrogen
interactions, improved affinity for the stationary phase of the chromatographic column, and greater thermal
stability. The reaction yield is favored, kinetically, and thermodynamically, by the time and adequate heating
of the reaction medium [26].
Considering the balance shift in the direction of product formation it is interesting for applications in
methods that precede the chromatographic determinations. In this sense, Figure 1 presents a comparative
graph of the efficiency results of the derivatization performed by heating the solution containing the EC in
the GC oven for 30 min and in the microwave oven for 5 min.

Figure 1. Comparison of the efficiency of derivatization reactions, from a solution of EC in a
concentration of 1.0 µg/mL, in the GC oven for 30 min and a domestic microwave oven for 5 min:
IBU: ibuprofen; OCT: 4-octylphenol; NON: 4-nonylphenol; TCS: triclosan; BPA: bisphenol-A; DIC:
diclofenac; E1: estrone; E2: 17-β-estradiol; E3: estriol; COL: cholesterol; COP: coprostanol.

Analyzing the mean values of the peak areas of the analytes in Figure 1, it is possible to verify the
efficiency of the derivatization process for both the reaction in the GC oven and the domestic microwave
since the values of the analyte areas are well next. However, if we take 4-nonylphenol (NON) as an
example, the average peak area of the compound was 1.6 x 106 AU in the GC oven, while for the domestic
microwave the value was 2.1 x 106 AU, that is, on average there was an increase of 31%. Similar behavior
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was observed for four other compounds (IBU, TCS, E1, and E3), and for the other analytes, the standard
deviation estimate values (Figure 1) were statistically equal, or slightly higher, as verified for DIC.
It should be noted that another solution containing the analytes was also heated in the GC oven for
5 min. However, the heating time was not enough to promote the derivatization reaction of the analytes,
because in none of the chromatograms the peaks of the compounds were detected. Thus, this procedure
was interrupted.
Probably the superior performance of the microwave is associated with the effective heating of the
system containing reagents and analytes. The increase in temperature occurs in molecules that have an
appropriate permanent dipole moment and absorb radiation through rotational excitation [31]. This occurs
in the BSTFA-TMCS solution and to a lesser extent in the glass walls of the vials, which may contain
adsorbed moisture, contributing to increasing the effectiveness of the thermal process. On the other hand,
in the GC oven, more time is needed to achieve thermal equilibrium, that is, the uneven heating of the
reaction medium decreased the reaction yield.
Because of obtaining higher average areas in a microwave oven, this was selected for the other stages
of the work, especially due to the shorter reaction time (5 min) and the characteristics of this equipment,
such as simplicity of operation, cost, and wide availability. Besides, the lowest time and energy expenditures
were considered, aiming at the development of less energy-intensive protocols. It should be noted that in
some situations the use of domestic microwave ovens in the laboratory is not recommended, especially
for safety reasons [31]. On the other hand, when possible, its use requires caution and modifications are
important to adapt the device for each purpose [32].
GC-MS optimization
Three temperature schedules were evaluated in the GC-MS to decrease the running time, associated
with an efficient resolution of the analytes. Figure 2 shows the mean values of the analyte peak areas that
were obtained from the GC heating ramps, as shown in Table I.

Figure 2. Mean values of the peak areas of the analytes, referring to a solution of the EC in a
concentration of 1.0 µg/mL, obtained from the GC heating programs.
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Temperature gradient 1 showed smaller peak areas, on average, compared to 2 and 3. Comparing the
three schedules, according to standard deviation estimation bars, it is possible to notice that 1-2 and 2-3
are statistically similar. Only 1-3 differ, within the limits of their standard deviation estimates.
Regarding ramp 2, the heating rate was increased from 10 °C/min to 15 °C/min, aiming at the faster
separation of the compounds. According to Sequinel et al. [33], for there to be gains in the quality of
the separation and the speed of the analysis, the increase in the column temperature must be more
expressive, combined mainly with a column of shorter length and greater flow of the carrier gas. However,
the increase in the heating rate caused the chromatographic run time to decrease to 26 min, but there was
no statistically significant gain in the mean values of the analyte peak areas.
On the other hand, program 3 exhibited peak areas, on average, 22% above other programs. This may
be related to the lower heating rate of the column applied in program 3 (10 °C/min), while in program 1 the
ratio was 12 °C/min. In this case, it can be considered that the decrease in the heating ratio by 3 provided
an improvement in the chromatographic resolution, however, the analysis time increased, as expected
[34]. For these reasons, schedule 3 was maintained for the other stages of this work.
With the preliminary instrumental conditions, it was possible to obtain the fragmentation patterns
of the analytes, in terms of their mass/charge ratios (m/z). Table III presents some physical-chemical
parameters of the compounds and the respective m/z selected for quantification and confirmation. The
chromatographic data were obtained through the individual injection of the solutions of each EC derivatized
at a concentration of 1.0 µg mL-1 (n=3).
Table III. Physico-chemical parameters and m/z ratios used in the quantification and confirmation of EC
Molar mass
(g mol-1)

Boiling
point (°C)

log Kow

Quantification
ion (m/z)

Confirmation
ion (m/z)

Pharmaceutical

206

319

4.0

160

233; 263

4-octylphenol

Surfactant

206

315

5.5

179

278

4-nonylphenol

Surfactant

220

330

5.8

179

292

Triclosan

Personal Care

290

344

4.8

200

346; 359

Bisphenol A

Plasticizer

228

400

3.3

357

-

Diclofenac

Pharmaceutical

296

412

4.1

214

242; 276

Estrone

Estrogen

270

445

3.1

342

257; 218

Estradiol

Estrogen

272

445

4.1

416

285; 326

Estriol

Estrogen

288

469

2.5

296

311; 414

Coprostanol

Sterol

389

475

8.8

215

355; 445

Cholesterol

Sterol

387

480

8.7

329

369; 458

Compound

Class

Ibuprofen

In the investigation of instrumental parameters of the GC-MS, splitless injections are recommended for
low volume samples (between 1.0 µL and 3.0 µL) and analytes whose concentrations are in the order of
pg L-1 to µg L-1 [35].
Because of the low concentrations of compounds reported in the literature in natural waters, it was
necessary to use the splitless injection mode and to evaluate the most appropriate temperature of the
injector in order not to degrade the analytes as well as sufficiently volatilize the derivatized EC [36]. Also,
another parameter evaluated was the internal pressure of the injector during sample injection.
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The pressure was applied for a while during the injection and then returned to the default value. Thus,
there was an increase in the transition speed of the injector compounds to the column, which in turn led to
a reduction in the band widening and the narrowing of the EC peaks [37].
Considering these aspects, it is important to note that the 18 experiments were carried out randomly
and that for each experiment, a solution containing the mixture of the analytes was prepared. From the
integration of the peak areas of each contaminant and the mathematical treatment proposed by the
geometric mean of the areas, it was possible to analyze the effects of each parameter.
Thus, Figures 3A and 3B make the interpretation of the results intelligible. In Figure 3A, the response
surfaces referring to the time of application of pressure in the injector versus the temperature of the
injector, and the pressure applied in the injector versus the injector T are shown.

Figure 3. Response surfaces regarding the combination of pressure time versus injector temperature (A) and
pressure versus injector temperature (B).

The more intense red colors indicate the parameters that can provide greater gains in responses, as
observed in the abscissa where the injector temperature (>280 °C) is represented. In the ordinates, the
intensity of the applied pressure is represented.
In Figure 3B, it is possible to notice that the lower pressures (<80 kPa) coincide with the more intense
shades in red. Thus, it was decided to use a temperature of 300 °C and 80 kPa in the other stages of
the work. In Figure 3A, it is possible to observe the response surface regarding the effect of the injector
temperature with the time of application of the pressure pulse.
In the same way, it appears that the red colors are more intense and correspond to both the longest
application times of the pressure pulse (> 5 min) and the highest temperatures. For the remaining stages
of this work, we chose to use 7 min. To investigate the significance of the effects and possible interactions
between the variables, the results were evaluated using the Pareto diagram, shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows a Pareto chart that corroborates the results presented in Figures 3A and 3B. Thus,
considering minimum Student´s t values or tc = 2.31 and at a 95% confidence level, the effects of “pressure
application time”, injector temperature, and pressure intensity are significant, that is, the optimization of
these parameters can change the detectability of the compounds positively.
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Figure 4. Pareto chart presents the effects of the parameters of the design of experiments.

Likewise, it can be inferred that the application of the pressure pulse for a longer period, associated with
a higher injector temperature, enabled an increase in the peak areas of the analytes.
This is evident since both effects are much higher than the tc value. Besides, an interaction between
these two factors was verified, favoring the volatilization efficiency of the compounds and the transfer
of masses to the chromatographic column. Although the pressure intensity does not show significant
significance, it can be considered that the intermediate values of pressure intensity are sufficient for
adequate separation of the analytes.
The optimization of the instrumental parameters of the GC-MS with the aid of the DOE 23, enabled gains
in the areas of the EC peaks between 15% (DIC) to 35% (NON). Thus, this increase in the sensitivity of the
instrumental technique is crucial in determining the compounds since they are present in the environment,
typically in the order of ng/L.
QA/QC
Table IV presents the values of the coefficients of determination, detection limit, and limit of quantification.
Table IV. Determination coefficients (R2) And instrumental LOD and LOQ values
IBU

OCT

NON

TCS

BPA

DIC

E1

E2

E3

COP

COL

R2

0.9991

0.9994

0.9990

0.9990

0.9995

0.9993

0.9960

0.9999

0.9989

0.9996

0.9963

LOD
ng mL-1

2.40

0.51

1.16

1.33

1.33

11.00

0.03

0.15

0.16

0.11

0.11

LOQ
ng mL-1

7.23

1.55

3.53

4.04

4.02

33.35

0.10

0.45

0.48

0.35

0.35

IBU: ibuprofen; OCT: 4-octylphenol; NON: 4-nonylphenol; TCS: triclosan; BPA: bisphenol-A; DIC: diclofenac; E1: estrone;
E2: 17-β-estradiol; E3: estriol.
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The value of R2 allows estimating the linearity of the analytical curve, because the closer to 1.0, the
smaller the dispersion of the set of experimental points and the lower the uncertainty of the determination
coefficients [38,39]. Thus, it was possible to conclude that the values presented in Table IV are satisfactory
and meet the requirements established in the literature.
Based on this, analytical curves were obtained in triplicates and their parameters (intercept and slope)
used to evaluate the performance of the protocol.
The values of the limits of detection and quantification were considered satisfactory considering that a
GC-MS was used and thus requires a previous derivatization step to determine such values. Despite this,
the values are comparable to those in the literature even when an LC-MS [40–42] and GC-MS [13] were
used.
Repeatability represents the agreement between the results of successive measurements of the same
method performed under the same measurement conditions. Thus, the analyst, the preparation of the
standard solutions, the injections, and the equipment were maintained throughout the work. Figure 5 shows
the graph of the results regarding repeatability. In this procedure, in total, 10 injections were performed
from a single vial.

Figure 5. Distribution of analytes against repeatability: IBU: ibuprofen; OCT: 4-octylphenol; NON:
4-nonylphenol; TCS: triclosan; BPA: bisphenol-A; DIC: diclofenac; E1: estrone; E2: 17-β-estradiol;
E3: estriol; COP: coprostanol; COL: cholesterol.

The results show a satisfactory resolution of the analytes as well as a reduced variability in the peak
area values of each analyte. The RSD values varied between 3% and 9%. In this sense, it was possible to
conclude that the procedure was satisfactory due to the low variability of peak area values.
In order to carry out a systematic and more relevant study from an analytical point of view, we chose
to carry out a recovery study using coastal seawater. From an environmental perspective, the analysis of
this matrix is even more significant in a country like Brazil that has a major deficiency in sewage treatment.
It is important to note that almost 27% of the Brazilian population lives close to the coast, that is, there
are more than 50 million people who have their tailings thrown in the Atlantic, mostly without any type of
treatment [43].
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The recovery study for the seawater sample fortified with 50 ng L-1 showed values between 56% and
142% for estriol, cholesterol, triclosan, estradiol and estrone with RSD < 20%. Ibuprofen, octylphenol and
nonylphenol showed recovery between 18% and 22% with RSD < 5%. For the study with seawater fortified
with 100 ng L-1, the recovery varied between 53% and 166% for cholesterol, estriol, triclosan, estradiol,
estrone. The RSD was less than 31%. Ibuprofen and octylphenol would vary between 16% and 21%. In
the analysis of the blanks with seawater, the concentrations of the analytes were lower than the LOD for
all emerging contaminants.
Method application
The optimized protocol was applied to surface water samples to assess its applicability. Figure 6
presents the results for the quantification of EC in seawater samples.

Figure 6. EC concentrations determined in seawater samples.

The chromatographic analytical method developed together with SPE enabled the determination of
seven analytes in the sample: DIC (11-27 ng mL-1), BPA (4-13 ng mL-1), E1 (0.9-43 ng mL-1), E2 (17 ng
mL-1), E3 (0.50 ng mL-1), COP (2 ng mL-1) and COL (2-43 ng mL-1). Although the sampling site belongs to
an environmental protection area, it is deficient in basic sanitation.
Approximately 80% of the region is served by a sewage network. Considering this fact, the presence
of hormones and sterols, which are markers of sewage contamination, may be indicative of the region’s
sanitary deficiency [44]. Values are close to those reported by [43] in marine waters and with high salinity,
determined by LC-MS/MS: BPA (0.19-0.49 ng mL-1), DIC (<0.47–79.89 ng mL-1), E1 (< 0.56–1.95 ng mL-1),
and E2 (<5.28–31.43 ng mL-1), except BPA and E1. In this sense, complementary studies involving spatial
and temporal sampling in this region can be performed using the procedure developed here for a detailed
environmental assessment.
CONCLUSION
The derivatization step was improved and provided less reaction time, which favored an increase in
the analytical frequency. Besides, this has been achieved by employing a low-cost and widely available
household microwave device.
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Also, the multivariate optimization of instrumental parameters of the GC-MS technique, generally
neglected in the literature, provided a significant improvement in terms of analyte sensitivity. This was
verified after the application of the method in the seawater samples, revealing the presence of the analytes
in trace concentrations, compatible with those reported in the literature.
Because of these aspects, it is possible to conclude that the analytical strategies used in this work can
be classified as simple, low cost, and obtained with a reduced number of experiments. This suggests that
the steps reported here are not limited to EC but can be extended to the determination of other classes of
compounds or other instrumental techniques, mainly, in the aspect that involves exploring the full potential
of the equipment.
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